Waiting list Policy. If the class you selected is filled you can ask for your child to be
put on a “waiting list”. The class you want will be closely monitored to determine when
we can place your child. You will be asked to fill out a registration form and pay the
registration fee - it’s your commitment to join the class as soon as it becomes available.
The registration fee is non-refundable, good for the entire year and current through
August of the school calendar. A new season starts each September.
If the class you want has more than four students on a waiting list you’ll be asked to
select another class with a better chance to join. If you wish to remain on a lengthly
waiting list (more then four students) we’ll track the class for free , since it’s unlikely that
you could join that class right away - a “parent’s permission form” would be required.
To register for class or be placed on a waiting list you must visit the gym and fill out a
“parents permission form” and pay the registration fee in person . If you are unfamiliar
with our program you can participate in a 20 minute introductory gymnastics lesson held on Saturday. The lesson is not required and is not intended to to be a
comprehensive instructional experience - simply a chance to see what happens during
a typical class.
If you do not wish to register for a class you may ask to visit the gym and observe a
regularly scheduled class. The instructor will not have any extra time to answer
questions during class time, but would be glad to help once the lesson is over.
All of the current students have the chance to continue with the next session before we
add any new students to a class. Class size is strictly limited to six (6) students with
room for one (1) extra student who might need to make-up a class. Oaks Gymnastics
has no control over the length of time it might take to place a new student - the sessions
are eight weeks long. Extra teachers will be added to accommodate new students. Most
time slots have room for about 12 students - the absolute maximum is 18 students in
three groups with three teachers. You will be offered “other” time slots whenever
possible.
The best chance to get into a gymnastics class might require a little flexibility with your
schedule once the program is FULL. And you must join the program if you want us to
track a class and search for a opening in the enrollment.
Visit the gym -

Join a class - Join a waiting list if that class is filled.

